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Abstract

Misinformation is a growing problem in today’s online
information ecosystem. In particular, on major video-
sharing platforms, there are few signals for users to as-
sess the credibility of the videos they encounter, even
as more people turn towards them for getting informa-
tion. In this work, we propose a series of designs to
indicate credibility on video-sharing platforms, includ-
ing via signals on video search result pages, as well
as citations on video pages, using the major platform
YouTube. From an initial interview study on how users
perceive YouTube credibility indicators, we found that
video intent and context heavily shape how a user would
apply credibility signals or citations. Along with an ad-
ditional planned survey, these results inform design de-
cisions for a browser extension we will build and deploy
to test our designs.

Introduction
A common method for combating misinformation on social
platforms involves employing content moderators and fact
checkers to spot and remove misinformation for users (Pot-
thast et al. 2016). More recently, researchers and platforms
have examined additional methods that give users greater
context about the content they see, so that they can spot in-
stances of misinformation for themselves (Zhang et al. 2018;
Morris et al. 2012; Smith 2018; Coleman 2021). These ap-
proaches are complementary to take-down forms of modera-
tion because they give users the flexibility to apply their own
credibility standards and trust measures to evaluate content
that does not get caught by platform moderators.

Prior research has highlighted a wide range of possible
indicators for evaluating content credibility such as visual
appearance, tone, and representative citations (Zhang et al.
2018; Morris et al. 2012). In particular, Wikipedia and Wiki-
data have emerged as key players in the space of credibility
signals, as many platforms have turned towards displaying
links to or signals from Wikipedia. These indicators help
users gain greater context about a topic by engaging in lat-
eral reading practices, where readers cross-reference exter-
nal materials while reading the original source. Lateral read-
ers have been shown to gain a better sense as to whether
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Figure 1: A design mock-up of how citations could look
within a video playback page on YouTube. The citation bar
pops up at the particular timestamp that references the infor-
mation from the cited source.

to trust the facts and analysis presented to them (Caulfield
2017; Wineburg and McGrew 2017).

However, it is still unclear which types of credibility indi-
cators are most useful to online information consumers and
how they should be presented. In this work, we explore how
credibility is conveyed on video-sharing platforms, due to
the lack of standard credibility factors or citation displays in
such spaces. For example, a search query made through a
web search engine will result in common Knowledge Pan-
els and informative Wikipedia pages that are missing when
the same query is made on a video-sharing platform like
YouTube. This lack of general credibility signals is concern-
ing, considering that YouTube has been shown to be used
as an informational source for many users (Smith, Toor, and
Kessel 2018).

In addition, the wide base of content creators on common
video-sharing platforms such as YouTube complicates cred-
ibility because it can magnify videos made by non-expert
individuals over ones made by mainstream institutions. For
instance, YouTube’s streamlined video uploading process
makes it possible for anyone to upload a video. Traditional
search engine results lean towards mainstream sources be-
cause these institutions have the resources to make websites
and other content favored by search engine algorithms. On
YouTube, search results are affected by user watch history
(Hussein, Juneja, and Mitra 2020), which can create a space
for non-institutional content creators. This difference makes
YouTube a compelling site for a study on credibility fac-
tors. For our work, we focus on two particular areas on the



YouTube Platform: 1) the YouTube search results page, and
2) the YouTube video playback page.

Citations are one method we explore as a way to increase
context of information on YouTube. Some of the most recent
work conducted by the Wikimedia Foundation has examined
the impact of citations on trust (Morgan et al. 2019), though
this focused on citations within Wikipedia as opposed to ci-
tations elsewhere on the web that link to Wikipedia. Through
initial interviews, we have found that the intent and context
of a YouTube video heavily shape how a user would apply
credibility signals or citations. To gain a greater understand-
ing of how the context of a video can change the effective-
ness of credibility signals, we will deploy a survey expand-
ing upon our interviews. These results will inform design
decisions for a browser extension we will build and deploy
to test our designs.

Study Overview
1. Inserting Credibility Signals into YouTube
Search Results
The YouTube search results page is formatted similarly to
that of web search engines, suggesting that similar credibil-
ity signals could exist on the YouTube platform. Besides im-
plementing signals on the search result page like a Google
Knowledge Panel, we would also like to design individ-
ual indicators associated with each search result. Some of
these individualized indicators could later also transfer to the
video playback page.

This part of the study looks at credibility signals for both
the video source channel as well as the video itself. For the
channel specifically, we will study the displayed information
that could indicate a channel’s overall credibility. For exam-
ple, YouTube currently displays a link to a Wikipedia article
if a channel is owned by a government-funded news source.
We will look into how displaying Wikipedia links and other
third-party information could be extended to other channel
categories.

Some of the questions we explore with this part of the
study are:
• How does channel verification contribute to credibility?
• What are the best information points to display about a

channel for a user to determine its credibility?
• What is the best way to integrate Wikipedia-based infor-

mation into the video experience?

2. Inserting Citations into YouTube Videos
We also explore how credibility can be displayed on the
video playback page, particularly looking into what a stan-
dardized citation within a video should look like, and what
types of videos could benefit from citations. As a start-
ing place for this part of the study, we take inspiration
from citation norms on Wikipedia. Looking at the format of
Wikipedia also elicits the question of whether citations could
be added by the viewers and YouTube community. The pos-
sibility of a crowd-sourced approach to fact-checking videos
could be another exciting mode of interaction for a commu-
nity that already collaborates on translated captioning and

Figure 2: Interviewee tasks during the user study. In the first
part, participants react to credibility signals, first from the
search-results page by choosing the video they would watch
from a search query, and then from the video playback page
by comparing two video-playback pages for which they be-
lieve to be more credible. In the second part, interviewees
watch a provided video and mark timestamps where they
believe there should be a citation. The final task is to find
appropriate sources for their marked spots.

interact in comment sections. Additionally, citations could
also help creators make more credible informational videos,
similar to how citations give Wikipedia articles credibility.

Some of the questions we explore with this part of the
study are:

• How would a standardized citation within a video look?

• How can citations and other signals associated with a
video be presented in places where that video is embed-
ded, such as in social media or articles?

• Who should be adding citations to a video—could they be
generated automatically, inserted by the creator, or added
by third party?

Methods
We are currently going through an iterative design and study
process to find effective UX choices that communicate cred-
ibility clearly. First, we collected existing user opinions and
practices of YouTube credibility indicators. Using this infor-
mation, we are developing a Chrome browser extension that
allows users to introduce citations and other credibility sig-
nals onto both the video-playback and search results pages.
We will conclude this project by studying the efficacy of the
design through a final user study, and consider future steps
we could take with that information.

We begin this process with user research involving inter-
views and contextual inquiry in order to gain an understand-
ing of how users currently address credibility on YouTube.
This study includes methods to understand both how the
study can capitalize on current YouTube credibility signals
and how users may possibly interact and create citations for
videos (Figure 1). For instance, one exercise the interviewee
performs is to locate timestamps in an anti-vaccination video
where they believe a citation is needed. The interviewee is
then asked to find an appropriate source for their citation.



Figure 3: An example of questions included in our survey-
based study. This survey will help us to gain a more gen-
eralized understanding of user credibility practices both on
YouTube and elsewhere on the web.

While this interview process is still in progress, some in-
teresting results have already emerged. A consistent pattern
among interviewees so far is that participants all noted that
the context of the video plays a significant role in deciding
how they would apply citations. For example, one partici-
pant noted that they were less likely to think about creating
citations for entertainment videos or videos giving personal
advice, saying:

“It only really matters when they’re trying to present
something that is informational.”

Another interviewee commented that they were more likely
to use citations as an extension to information presented in
news videos, rather than as a fact-checking tool for ambigu-
ously credible content.

Emerging from these interviews is the question of how
users want to be involved in citation creation. Part of the user
study asked the user to create citations, and while many par-
ticipants identified credible sources for their citations, they
also reported that the labor of adding citations themselves
would be more effort than they are willing to contribute on
a normal basis. One participant noted that:

“If I would feel comfortable contributing to closed
captions or translations, I would also be comfortable
adding citations.”

However, the ability to flag information that needed citations
has been appealing to the majority of participants.

Alongside this interview process, we are planning a
survey-based study (Figure 3) to gain a more generalized
understanding of user credibility practices. From there, we
will be finalizing the browser extension. In Figure 1, we
present a mockup example of how a citation tool could be
presented on a YouTube video. Once finalized, we will have
an additional user study to evaluate the effectiveness of our

Chrome extension for both credibility signals on the search-
result page and citations on the video playback page.

Conclusion
Our work aims to strengthen credibility on YouTube by in-
troducing a standardized citation process along with new
credibility signals. While citations are standard elsewhere on
the web, there is no current standard for video-sharing plat-
forms like YouTube. We hope to design a Chrome extension
that allows users to generate citations, based on our studies
of how users interact with credibility signals on YouTube re-
sult and playback pages. By offering such a tool, we provide
YouTube users another way to get more context about the in-
formation they see, and ultimately, be better able to identify
misinformation for themselves.
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